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IP Networking over Next-Generation Satellite Systems: International Workshop, Budapest, July 2007Springer, 2007
With the boom of Internet, IP-based applications, such as WWW and multimedia, bave been an essential part of our life, and there is an ever-increasing demand for accessing high-speed Internet services anywhere and anytime. This trend unavoidably has huge impacts on the design of the next-generation satellite systems. On the other hand, with its...
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Marmalade SDK Mobile Game Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012

	Modern mobile devices are capable of supporting video games of amazing quality but there are so many different devices and platforms how can you support them all? The answer is to use the Marmalade SDK to write your code once and deploy it to all popular mobile platforms at the touch of a button.


	Marmalade SDK Mobile Game...
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Pro SpringApress, 2014

	Pro Spring updates the perennial bestseller with the latest that the Spring Framework 4 has to offer. Now in its fourth edition, this popular book is by far the most comprehensive and definitive treatment of Spring available.


	With Pro Spring, you’ll learn Spring basics and core topics, and share the...
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Django Design Patterns and Best PracticesPackt Publishing, 2015

	Easily build maintainable websites with powerful and relevant Django design patterns


	About This Book

	
		Unravel the common problems of web development in Django
	
		Learn the current best practices while working in Django 1.7 and Python 3.4
	
		Experience the challenges of working on...
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The DevOps 2.0 Toolkit: Automating the Continuous Deployment Pipeline with Containerized MicroservicesCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	This book is about different techniques that help us architect software in a better and more efficient way with microservices packed as immutable containers, tested and deployed continuously to servers that are automatically provisioned with configuration management tools. It's about fast, reliable and continuous deployments with...
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Mastering Ext JSPackt Publishing, 2013

	
		In this book you'll learn to develop a complete application with ExtJS. Enhance your existing skills and get a better grasp of the JavaScript framework to create advanced Internet applications.

	
		Overview

		
			Build an application with Ext JS from scratch
	
			Learn expert tips and...
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ASP.NET Core 5 and Angular: Full-stack web development with .NET 5 and Angular 11, 4th EditionPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Build robust modern web applications using .NET 5, Entity Framework Core, and Angular 11

	
		Key Features

		
			Updated with the latest features and additions in ASP.NET Core 5 and Angular 11
	
			Design, build, and deploy a Single Page Application or Progressive Web App
	...
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Advanced .NET Remoting, Second EditionApress, 2005

	With the arrival of .NET remoting, any programmer who wants to work with distributed objects can benefit from Advanced .NET Remoting, a solid tour of basic and expert techniques for working with distributed code on Microsoft's newest platform.


	This title's concise, code-centered approach, backed up by judicious...
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Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 Administration UnleashedSams Publishing, 2007
This comprehensive guide can help you administer Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 effectively in any production environment, no matter how complex or challenging.
 

Long-time Red Hat insider Tammy Fox brings together today’s best practices for the entire system lifecycle, from planning and...
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Pro WPF in VB 2010 (Beginning)Apress, 2010

	Microsoft’s Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) provides the foundation for building applications and high-quality user experiences for the Windows operating system. It blends the application user interface, documents, and media content, while exploiting the full power of your computer’s operating system.


	Its...
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Developing Applications for the Cloud on the Microsoft Windows Azure Platform (Patterns & Practices)Microsoft Press, 2010

	Windows Azure is a highly scalable, robust, and cost-effective solution for the deployment of applications and services—for organizations and enterprises of all sizes, and in all types of markets. My task at Microsoft is to ensure that developers can help these organizations and enterprises to achieve their goals by quickly and easily...
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Xcode 4 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 100 recipes to build your own fun and exciting iOS applications with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn how to go about developing some simple, yet powerful applications with ease using recipes and example code
	
		Teaches how to use the features of iOS 6 to integrate Facebook, Twitter,...
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